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Donald T. Campbell 

EVOLUTIONARY EPISTEMOLOGY* 

�n evolutionary epistemology would be at minimum an epistemology 
{ ft taking cognizance of and compatible with man's status as a product of 
,biological and social evolution. In the present essay it is also argued that 
evolution-even in its biological aspects-is a knowled_g_e process.1. and that 
the natural-selection paradigm for such knowledge Y!:crem'iiits can be 
generalized to other epistemic activities, such as learning. though� 
s · ce. Such an epistemology has been neglected in the dominant 
philosophic traditions. It is primarily through the works of Karl Popper that 
a natural selection epistemology is available today. 

Much of what follows may be characterized as "descriptive 
epistemology," descri fv iL.man as knowg. However, a correct descrip
tive epistemology must also be analytically consistent. Or, vice versa, of all of 
the analytically coherent epistemologies possible, we are interested in thosf_! 
�or..tha.um.e oin atible with the de · tion of man an �:

�- b c._QJllJ orar sci �- Modern biology teaches us that man has evolved 
from some simple unicellular or virus-like ancestor and its still simpler 
progenitors. In the course of that evolution, there have been tremendous 
gains iriadaptive adequacy, in stored templates modeling the useful stabilities 
9f the environment. in memory and innate wisdom. Still more dramatic have 
been the great gains in mechanisms for knowing, in visual perception, learn-
ing, imitation, language and science.'1At no stage has there been any transfu-

wle e f om the outside nor of mechanisms of kno · nor of
�.;;;.;;....;;...;;.=--,=s .
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A� analytically coherent epistemology could perhaps be based upon a 
revelat10n t� Adam of true axioms and deductive logic, from which might be 
derived, perhaps in conjunction with observations, man's true knowledge. 
Such an epistemology would not be compatible with the evolutionary model. 
�or, would be a direct realism, an epistemology assuming veridical visual 
Qerception, unless that epistemology were also com�he evoluti@ 
of the e� from a se_ries of less a�-iti.\le 
granule of pigment. Also incompatible would be a founding of certainty on 
the obviously great efficacy of ordinary language. In the evolutionary 
perspective, this would either commit one to a comparable faith in the 
evolutionary prestages to modern language, or to a discontinuity and point of 
special creation. Better to recognize the approximate and only pragmatic 
ch�racter of lang_uage at all stages, including the best. An analytic
epistemology appropriate to man's evolved status must be appropriate to 
these evolutionary advances and to these prior stages, as well as to modern 
man. 

We once "saw" as through the fumblings of a blind m:,otozoan, and ng_ 
revelation has bein.g"iven to us since. Vision represents an opportunistic ex
ploitation of a coincidence which no deductive operations on a protozoan's 
knowledge of the world could have anticipated. This is the coincidence of 
locomotor impenetrability with opaqueness, for a narrow band of elec
tromagnetic waves. For this band, substan 

· 
water and air are 

�rent, in coincidental para])e) with their \ocomatar penetrability. For 
other wave lengths, the coincidence, aod hence the cµe value, �ar.s.. The 
accidental encountering and systematic cumulations around this coincidence 
h� ve provide? in vision' a -fo��on � In 
this perspective, clear glass and fog are paradoxical-glass being im
penetrable but transparent, fog being the reverse. Glass was certainly lacking 
in the ecology of evolution. Fog was rare or nonexistent in the aqueous en
vironment of the fish where most of this evolution took place. (Modern man -
corrects the paradoxical opacity of fog· through exploiting another coin
cidence in the radar wave bands.) The visual system is furthermore far from 
perfect, with usually overlooked inconsistencies such as double images for 
nonfixated objects, blind spots, optical illusions, chromatic aberration, 
astigmatism, venous shadows, etc. 

In all of this opportunistic exploitation of coincidence in vision there is 
no logical necessity, no absolute ground for certainty, but instead a most 
back-handed indirectness. From this perspective, Hume's achievement in 
showing that the best of scientific laws have neither analytic truth nor any 
other kind of absolute truth seems quite reasonable and appropriate. Here 
description and analysis agree. 

1. The Selective Elimination Model

The advances produced in the course of evolution are now seen as due to
natural-selection, operating upon the pool of self-perpetuating variations 
which the genetics of the breeding group provide, and from within this pool, 
differ�ntially p�opagating some variations at the expense of others. The sup
ply of variations comes both from mutations providing new semistable 
molecular arrangements of the genetic material and from new combinations 
of existing genes. Considered_ as im_ rovements or solutio none of these 
Y,ill"ia1ions has an a IJriori validity. None has the status of revealed truth nor 
of analytic deduction. Whatever degree of validation emerges comes from the 
differential surviving of a winnowing, weeding-out, process. 

Popper's first contribution to an evolutionary epistemology is to 
recognize the process of the succession of theories in science as a similar 
selective elimination process. The theme is expressed clearly, if but in pass
ing, in the 1934 Logik der Forschung. Here are two relevant passages: 

According to my proposal, what characterizes the empirical method is its 
manner of exposing to falsification, in every conceivable way, the system to be 
tested. Its aim is not to save the lives of untenable systems but, on the contrary, 
to select the one which is by comparison the fittest, by exposing them all to the 
fiercest struggle for survival.' 

... How and why do we accept one theory in preference to others? 
The preference is certainly not due to anything like an experiential justifica

tion of the statements composing the theory; i�e tQ..a.}Qgical red�on of 
t� theory to experien_�e. We choose the theory which best holds it�n in� 
petition with other theories; the one which, by natural selection, proves itself the 
fittest to survive. This will be the one which not only has hitherto stood up to the 
severest tests, but the one which is also testable in the most rigorous way. A 
theory is a tool which we test by applying it, and which we judge as to its fitness 
by the results of its applications. 2 

Fuller expressions of this evolutionary epistemology were contained in his un
published manuscript of 1932, Die beiden Grundprobleme der Erkennt
nistheorie (subsequently titled Das Problem: die Erkenntnistheorie der
Naturgesetzlichkeit). In later publications, especially as collected in Conjec
tures and Refutation.s,3 the theme is more explicitly presented and elaborated. 

These additions add trial-and-error learning by man and animals to the 
prototypic illustrations of his basic logic of inference (logic of discovery, logic 
of the expansion of knowledge). They make explicit his willingness to identify 
the process of knowledge with the whole evolutionary sequence. 

Without waiting, passively, for repetitions to impress or impose regularities upon 
us,�acti��pose regularities.......upon the world. We try to discover 
simi�n 1t, and to interpret it in terms of laws invented by us. Without 
waiting for premises we jump to conclusions. These may have to be discarded 
later, should observation show that they are wrong. 



This was a theory of trial and error-of conjectures and refutations. It made 
it possible to understand why our attempts to force interpretations upon the 
world were logically prior to the observation of similarities. Since there were 
logical reasons behind this procedure, I thought that it would apply in the field of 
science als_o; tha� scientifi� theories were not the digest of observations, but tim! 
th�y were inventions conJectures boldly put forward for trial, to be eliminated if 
they clashed with observations; with observations which were rarely accidental 
but as a rule undertaken with the definite intention of testing a theory by ob
taining, if possible, a decisive refutation.4 

Hume was right in stressing that our theories cannot be validly inferred· 
fi:om what we can know to be true-n_either from observations nor from anything 
else. He concluded from this that our belief in them was irrational. If 'belief 
means here our inability to doubt our natural laws, and the constancy of natural 
regularities, then Hume is again right: this kind of dogmatic belief has, one might 
say, a physiological rather than a rational basis. If, however, the term 'belief is 
taken to co�er ou� critical acceptance o_f scientific theories-��tative ac�
t�nce co bmed with an eagerness to revise the theor 'f we succee in · ning 
a test which it cannot pass then Hume was wrong. In such an acceptanc�f 
�heories ther� is nothing irrational. There is not even anything irrational in rely
mg for practical purposes upon well-tested theories, for no more rational coJJ,Ise 
of action is open to us. 

-

Assume that we have deliberately made it our task to live in this unknown 
world of ours; to adjust ourselves to it as well as we can; to take advantage of the 
opportunities we can find in it; and to explain it, if possible (we need not assume 
that it is), and as far as possible, with the help of laws and explanatory theories. 
If we have made this our task, L!Jt.n there is no more rational rocedure than the 
method of l!jal atJJi rr..or-oi con ·ecture and re utatio : of bo y proposing 
theories; of trying our best to show that these are erroneous; and of accepting 
them tentatively if our critical efforts are unsuccessful.5 

The method of trial and error is not, of course, simply identical with the 
scientific or critical approach-with the method of conjecture and refutation. 
The method of trial and error is applied not only by Einstein but, in a more 
dogmatic fashion, by the amoeba also. The difference lies not so much in the 
trials as in a critical and constructive attitude towards errors; errors which the 
scientist consciously and cautiously tries to uncover in order to refute his theories 
with searching arguments, including appeals to the most severe experimental 
tests which his theories and his ingenuity permit him to design.6 

In the process, Popper has effectively rejected the mod�l of passive in
duction even for animal learning, and advocated that here too the typical 
process involves broad generalizations from single specific initial experiences, 
generalizations which subsequent experiences edit. 7 It is noteworthy that the 
best of modern mathematical learning. theories posit just such a one-tri�l 
learning process, as opposed to older theories which implied inductive ac
cumulation of evidence on all possible stimulus contingencies. 8 

Most noteworthy, Popper is unusual among modern epistemologists in 
taking Hume's criticism of induction seriously, as more than an embarrass
ment, tautology, or a definitional technicality. It is the logic of variation and 
selective elimination which has made him able to accept Hume's contribution 
to analysis (while rejecting Hume's contribution to the psychology of learning 
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and inference) and to go on to describe that sense in which animal and scien
tific knowledge is yet possible. 

2. Locating the Problem of Knowledge

It is well to be explicit that involved in Popper's achievement is a
recentering of the epistemological problem. As with Hume, the status of 
scientific knowledge remains important. The conscious cognitive contents of 
an individual t�inker also remain relevant. But these no longer set the bounds 
of the problem� The central re uirement becomes an e · y capable of 
hail.Q.ling a ansion nowled e breakouts from the limits of prf;r 

. wisdom .cientifl_c d'.S ver _'-,While one aspect of this general interest is 
descriptive, central to Popper's requirement is a logical epistemology which is 
compatible with such growth. 

T_he cent l ob em of e istemolo has alwa 
prob m of the rowth of knowled e. And the t of know e e c �e 
stuq,.ie best b stu owth of scientific knowledge .... A little reflection 
will show ·that most problems connecte wit the growt of our knowledge must 
necessarily transcend any study which is confined to common-sense knowledge as 
opposed to scientific knowledge. F.QI.Jhe..rrio.st important way in which common-
ens�..k owlegg rows · s recisel c.o-b:¥ m:.n,ir:i.g · scieJltific nowl�<ige. 

Moreover, it seems clear that the growth of scientific knowledge is the most im
portant and interesting case of the growth of knowledge. 

It should be remembered, in this context, that almost all the problems of 
traditional epistemology are connected with the problem of the growth of 
knowledge. I am inclined to say even more: from Plato to Descartes, Leibnitz, 
Kant, Duhem, and Poincare; and from Bacon, Hobbes, and Locke to Hume, 
Mill, and Russell, the theory of knowledge was inspired by the hope that it would 
enable us not only to know more about knowledge, but also to contribute to the 
advance of knowledge-of scientific knowledge, that is.9 

I now turn to the last group of epistemologists-those who do not pledge 
themselves in advance to any philosophical method, and who make use, in 
epistemology, of the analysis of scientific problems, theories, and procedures, 
and, most important, of scientific discussions. This group can claim, among its 
ancestors, almost all the great philosophers of the West. (It can claim even the 
ancestry of �rkeley despite the fact that he was, in an important sense, an 
enemy of the very idea of rational scientific knowledge, and that he feared its ad
vance.) Its most important representatives during the last two hundred years 
were Kant, Whewell, Mill, Peirce, Duhem, Poincare, Meyerson, Russell, 
and-at least in some of his phases-Whitehead. Most of those who belong to 
Uu,s group would agree that scientific knowled e · Llt . he_ rowt o.f 
CO!!!!!)�e knowledgJ t all of t I overe that scientific k .:.dge 
can be more _]y, �ILC..QJlll!)..Qn-sense knowled e. For it is commo..ll
sense knowledge writ large.., as it �re. Its very problems are enlargements of the 
pro - ems of common-sense knowledge. For example, it replaces the Humean 
problem of 'reasonable belief' by the problem of the reasons for accepting or re
jecting scientific theories. And since we possess many detailed reports of the dis
cussions pertaining to the problem whether a theory such as Newton's or Max
well's or Einstein's should be accepted or rejected, we may look at these dis-
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cussions as if through a microscope that allows us to study in detail, and objec�· 
tively, some of the more important problems of 'reasonable belief ' 

This approach to the problems of epistemology �he pseudo
psychological or 'subjective' method of the new way of ideas (a method still used 
by Kant). But it also allows us to analyse scientific problem-situations and scien
tific discussions. - And it can help us to understand the history of scientific 
thought. 10 

A focus on the growth of knowledge, on acquisition of knowledge, 
makes it appropriate to include learning as well as perception as a knowledge 
process. Such an inclusion makes relevant the learning processes of animals. 
However primitive these may be, they too must conform to an adequate 
lo_gical epistemology. Animal learni�not be ruled out as impossible by 
the logic of knowing. 11 Popper notes these broader bounds to the 
epistemological problem in numerous places in Conjectures and Refutations,
for example: 

Although I shall confine my discussion to the growth of knowledge in 
science, my remarks are applicable without much change, I believe, to the growth 
of pre-scientific knowledge also-that is to say, to the general way in which men, 
and even animals, acquire new factual knowledge about the world. The method 
Jf learning by trial and error-of learning from our mistakes-seems to be fun
damentally the same whether it is practised by lower or by higher animals, by 
chimpanzees or by men of science. My interest is not merely in the theory of 
scientific knowledge, but rather in the theory of knowledge in general. Yet the 
study of the growth of scientific knowledge is, I believe, the most fruitful way of 
studying the growth of knowledge in general. For the growth of scientific 
knowledge may be said io be the growth of ordinary human knowledge writ
large. 12 

Such a location of the epistemological problem differs strikingly from 
traditional views, even though overlapping them. G�n up is the effort Jo 
hold all knowledge in abeyance until the possibility o�ge is .ii�J 
lo icall established_, Jll!!il indubitable first rinci es or incorri ible sen�e 
d_ata are stabli d u  on ;hich to uild. Rather, the cumulative achievement 
of logical analysis is accepted: such grounds are logically unavailable. No 
nonpresum..12tive knowledge ___ ,;ind. no n9_n_pr,esum12tive modes of knowing ar� 
possible to ,JlS. The difference between science and fiction, or between truth 
and error, must lie elsewhere, as in the tests and outcomes of testing of the 
logical implications of the presumptions. No claims to the refutation of a 
consistent (and therefore unspoken) solipsism is made. The logical 
irrefutability of such a possibility is accepted. The problem of knowledge, 
however, is elsewhere-in truth claims descriptive of a more than now
phenomenal world. This presumptive descriptive character is as inextricable 
in "direct" observation as in the statement of laws. The interest in the 
primitive fundamentals of knowledge does not begin or end with the con
scious contents or sense-data of the philosopher himself. 
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Another older and also more current statement of the epistemological 
problem is also eschewed. This is the identification of "knowJedge" n,Ql.-as 
"true belief'' but-as "true belief'' which is also "rationally justified'�or "well
grounded." Though widely used in linguistic analysis, this point of view im
plicitly accepts as valid an inductivist epistemology (giving but superficial lip 
service to Hume in recognizing such induction as providing only approximate 
validity). Popper does not limit truth to those statements which have rational 
support or are �11-groundedtbefore they are asserted. Truth rather lies in the 
outcome of subsequent testsJ 

We do not know: we can only guess. And our ue ses are uided b the un
scie!!!_ific, the meta h sical thou h biolo ically. explicable) faith in law,S..,J.D 
reg!) arities w ich we can uncover-discover. Like Bacon, we might describe our 
own contemporary science-'the method of reasoning which men now ordinarily 
apply to nature'-as consisting of 'anticipations, rash and premature' and as 
'prejudices'. 

But these marvelously imaginative and bold conjectures or 'anticipations' of 
. ours are carefully and soberly controlled by systematic tests. Once put forward, 
nbAe of our 'anticipations' are dogmatically upheld. Our method of research is 
not to defend them, in order to prove how right we were. On the contrary, we try 
to overthrow them. Using all the weapons of our logical, mathematical, and 

· technical armory we try to prove that our anticipations were false-in order to
put forward, in their stead, new unjustified and unjustifable anticipations, new 

· 'rash and premature prejudices'. 13 
' • 

3. A Nested Hierarchy of Selective-Reientftm· ·p,ul-esses

Human knowledge processes, when examined in continuity with the
evolutionary sequence, turn out to involve numerous mechanisms at various 
levels of substitute functioning, hierarchically related, and with some form of 
selective retention process at each level. While Popper has for mosf of his 
career been more interested in the logic of knowing than in a descriptive 
epistemology, in Q[ Clouds and Clocks he has expanded his evolutionary 
perspedive along these lines. This is a paper which should be read by both 
epistemologists and those interested in problems of purpose and teleology. A 
few brief quotations from it will serve to introduce the present section. 

My theory may be described as an attempt to apply to the whole of evolu
tion what we learned when we analysed the evolution from animal language to
human language. And it consists of a · · 

volution as a rowin 
hierarchical s stem of plastic controls, and of a certain view of organisms as in
corporating-or in the case of man, evolving exosomatically-this growing 
hierarchical system of 

�
·c controls. The Neo-Darwinist theory of evolution is 

assumed; but it is restate by pointing out that its 'mutations' may be interpreted
as more or less acciden al trial-and-error gambits, and 'natural selection' as one 
way of controlling the by error-elimination. 14 

_ He also emphasize� what are called here vicarious selectors: 
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Error-elimination may proceed either by the complete elimination of un
successful forms (the killing-off of unsuccessful forms by natural selection) or by 
the (tentative) evolution of controls which modify or suppress unsuccessful 
organs, or forms of behavior, or hypotheses. 15 

· 
Our schema allows for the developm.ent of error-eliminating controls (warn-

ing ·organs like the eye; feed-back mechanisms); that is, controls which can 
eliminate errors without killing the organism; and jt makes it possi�timat�.-
ly f.QL ur s to die in our stea�. 16 

Also important is his emphasis on the multiplicity of trials needed at each 
error-elimination level, the necessity for the profuse generation of 
"mistakes." 

More generally, in Clouds and Clocks, Popper has spoken for that 
emerging position in biology and control theory which sees the natural selec
tion paradigm as �niversal nontelealogical �gic_?J 
c · vem·ents,-.Q[..ends.:.guided processes of :•fit. " 17 Thus crystal formation is 

seen as _the result of a chaotic permutation of molecular adjacencies, some of 
which are much more difficult to dislodge than others. At temperatures warm 
enough to provide general change, but not so warm as to disrupt the few 
stable adjacencies, the number of stable adjacencies will steadily grow even if 
their occurrence is but a random affair. In crystal formation the material 
forms its own template. In the genetic control of growth, the DNA provides 
the "initial template selectively accumulating chance fitting RNA molecules, 
which in turn provide the selective template selectively cumulating from 
among chaotic permutations of proteins. These molecules of course fit multi
ple selective criteria: of that finite set of semistable combinations of protein 
material, they are the subset fitting the template. The template guides by 

· selecting from among the mostly unstable, mostly worthless possibilities
offered by thermal noise operating on the materials in solution. Turning the
model to still lower levels of organization, elements and subatomic particles
are seen as but nodes of stability which at certain temperatures transiently
select adjacencies among still more elementary stuff.

Turning to higher levels, the model can be applied to such dramatically
teleological achievements as embryological growth and wound healing.
Within each cell, genetic templates for all types of body proteins are
simultaneously available, competing as it were for the raw material present.
Which ones propagate most depends upon the surrounds. Transplantation of
embryonic material changes the surroundings and hence the selective system.
Wounds and amputations produce analogous changes in the "natural selec
tion" of protein possibilities. Spiegelman 18 has specifically noted the Darwin
ian analogy and its advantages over vitalistic teleological pseudoexpla
nations which even concepts of force fields and excitatory gradients may par
take of.

Regeneration provides an illustration of the nested hierarchica-i nature of
biological selection systems. The salamander's amputated leg regrows to a
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length optimal for locomotion and survival. The ecological selection syste� 
does not operate directly on the leg length however. Instead, the leg length 1s 
selected to conform to an internal control built into the developmental system 
which vicariously represents the ecological selective system. This control �s 
itself selected bytb; Jrial aod error of whole routa□t arganisQ2_s.19 If the 

'e°Zology has recently undergone change, the vicarious selective criterion will 
correspondingly be in error. This larger, encompassing selection system is the 
organism-environment interaction. Nested in a hierarchial way within it is 
the selective system directly operating on leg length, the "settings" or criteria 
for which are themselves subject to_ change by natural selection. What are 
criteria at on leve bu " · t e riteria of th e t hi her more 

• fu�da.mental more encom assin les invoked leve_l. 
·-· · In other writings20 the present author has advocated a systematic ex

trapolation of this nested hierarchy selective retention paradigm to all 

knowledge processes, in a way which, although basically compatible with
Popper's orientation, may go farther than he would find reasonable in ex
tremity, dogmatism and claims for generality. It may on these same grou�ds 
alienate the reader. (Disagreement at this point will not rule out acceptmg
later propositions.)

1. A blind-variation-and-selective-retention process is fundamental to all
inductive achievements,21 to all genuine increases in knowledge, to all im
creases in fit of system to environment.

2. In such a process there are three essentials: (a) Mechanisms for in
troducin variation; (b) Consistent selection processes; and (c) Mechanisms
for preserving and/ or propagating the selected variations. No� that_in 
general the preservation and generation mechanisms are inherently at odds,
and each must be compromised.

3. The many processes which shortcut a more full blind-variation-and
selective-retention process are in themselves inductive achievements, con
taining wisdom about the environment achieved originally by blind variation
and selective retention.

4. In addition, such shortcut processes contain in their own operation a
blind-variation-and-selective-retention process at some level, substituting for
overt locomotor exploration or the life-and-death winnowing of organic
evolution.

The word "blind" is used rather than the more ususal "random" for a
variety of reasons. It seems likely that Ashby22 unnecessarily limited the

. generality of his mechanism in Homeostat by an effort fully to represent a_llof the modern connotations of random. Equiprobability is not needed, and 1s
definitely lacking in the mutations which lay the variation base for organic
evolution. Statistical independence between one variation and the next,
although frequently desirable, can also be spared: in particular,_ for the
generalizations essayed here, certain processes involving systematic sweep
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scanning are recognized as blind, insofar as variations are produced without 
prior knowledge of which ones, if any, will furnish a selectworthy encounter. 
An essential connotation of blind is that the variations emitted be indepen
dent of the environmental conditions of the occasion of their occurrence. A 
second important connotation is that the occurrence of trials individually be 
uncorrelated with the solution, in that specific correct trials are n<, more like
ly to occur at any one point in a series of trials than another, nor than specific 
incorrect trials. A third essential connotation of blind is rejection of the nq
tion that a variation subsequent to an incorrect trial is a "correction" of the 
previous trial or makes use of the direction of error of the previous one. (In
sofar as mechanisms do seem to operate in this fashion, there must be 
operating a substitute process carrying on the blind search at another level, 
feedback circuits selecting "partially" adequate variations, providing infor
mation to the effect that "you're getting warm," etc.)23 

While most descriptions of discovery and creative processes recognize 
the need for variation, the present author's dogmatic insistence on the 
blindness of such variation seems generally unacceptable. As ·will be seen in 
what follows, particularly in the discussions of vision and thought, there is no 
real descriptive disagreement. The present writer agrees that the overt 
responses of a problem-solving animal in a puzzle box are far from random, 
and this for several reasons: 1. A!ready achieved wisdom of a ·general sort 
which limits the range of trials (such wisdom due to inheritance and learning). 
2. Maladaptive restriction on the range of trials. (Such biases due to struc
tural limitations and to past habit and instinct inappropriate in a novel en
vironment.) But these first two reasons will characterize the wrong responses
as.well as the correct ones, and offer no explanation of the correctness of the
.correct one. 3. Vicarious selection, appropriate to the immediate problem,
. achieved through vision. (See the subsequent section on this topic.) When, in

ideri ere · e thou ht, Poincare is followed, allowing for unconsciou�· 
variation-and-selection processes, opportunity for descriptive �s 
further reduced. The point is not empirically empty, however, as it sets essen
tial lir:nits and requirements for any problem-solving computer (discussed un
der Thought, below). But the point is also analytic. In going beyond what is 

� ku9wn, one cannot but go blind.cy.. If one can go wisely, this indicates 
__already achieved wisdom of some general sorf 

Expanding this orientation and applying it to the setting of biological 
and social evolution, a set of ten more or less discrete levels can be dis
tinguished, and these are elaborated in the following sections. 

1. Nonmnemonic problem solving. At the level of Jennings's24 

paramecium, stentor, and Ashby's25 Homeostat, there is a blind variation of 
locomotor activity until a setting that is nourishing or nonnoxious is found. 
Such problem-solutions are then retained as a cessation of locomotion, as· a 
cessation of variation. There is, however, no memory, no using of old 
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solutions over again. Ashby deliberately took Jennings's paramecium as his 
model, and describes the natural selection analogy at this level as follows: 

The work also in a sense develops a theory of the "natural selection" of 
· behaviour-patterns. Just as in the species the truism that the dead cannot breed
implies that there is a fundamental tendency for the successful to replace the un
successful, so in the nervous system does the truism that the unstable tends to
destroy itself imply that there is a fundamental tendency for the stable to replace
the unstable. Just as the gene pattern in its encounters with the environment
tends toward ever better adaptation of the inherited form and function, so does a
system of step- and part-functions tend toward ever better adaptation of learned
behavior.26 

In a world with only benign or neutral states, an adaptive organism
might operate at this level without exteroceptors. Wherever it is, it is trying to 
ingest the immediate environment. When starvation approaches, blind 
locomotor activity is initiated, ingestion being attempted at all locations. 
Even at this level, however, there is needed an interoceptive sense organ 
which monitors nutritional level, and substitutes for the whole organism's 
death. In the actual case of Jennings's stentor, chemoreceptors for noxious 
conditions are present, vicarious representatives of the lethal character of the 
environment, operating on nonlethal samples or signs of that environment. It 
is these chemoreceptors and comparable organs which in fact provide _the im
mediate selection of responses. Only indirectly, through selecting the selec
tors, does life-and-death relevance select the responses. 

At this level of knowing, however, the responses may be regarded as 
. direct rather than vicarious. And, as to presuppositions about the nature of 
the world (the ontology guiding epistemology), perhaps all that is assumed i� 
�patial discontinuity some,:wha_t reater than te_BlQ�al discontinuity in the dis
tribuf vironmental substances: movin aroundTs7udged to bring 
�cha--;; §__m�pidl t an_sta in lli!_t. At this level the species hasd is
-covered that the environment is discontinuous, consisting of penetrable 
regions and impenetrable ones, and that impenetrability is to some extent a 
stable characteristic. The animal has "learned" that there are some solvable 
problems. Already the machinery of knowing is biasedly focused upon the 
small segment of the world which is knowable, as natural selection makes in
evitable. 

2. Vicarious locomotor devices. Substituting for spatial exploration by
locomotor trial and error are a variety of distance receptors of which a ship's 
radar is an example. An automated ship could explore the environment of 
landfalls, harbors and other ships by a trial and error of full movements and 
collisions. Instead, it sends out substitute locomotions in the form of a radar 
beam. These are selectively reflected from nearby objects, the reflective opa
queness to this wave band vicariouly representing the locomotor im
penetrability of the objects. This vicarious representability is a contingent dis-
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covery, and is in fact only approximate. The knowledge received is recon
firmed as acted upon by the full ship's locomotion. The process removes the 
trial-and-error component from the overt locomotion, locating it instead in 
the blindly emitted radar beam. (The radar beam is not emitted randomly, 
but it could be so emitted and still work. The radar beam is, however, emitted 
in a blind exploration, albeit a systematic sweep.) Analogous to radar and to 

• sonar are several echolocation devices in animals. Pumphrey has described
the lateral-line organ of fish as a receiver for the reflected pulses of the broad
cast pressure waves emitted by the fish's own swimming movements. The all
directional exploring of the wave front is selectively reflected by nearby ob
jects, pressure wave substituting for locomotor exploration. The echolocation
devices of porpoises, bats, and cave birds have a similar epistemology.27 

Assimilating vision to the blind-variation-and-selective-retention model
is a more difficult task.28 It seems important, however, to make vision
palpably problematic, in correction of the common sense realism or the direct
realism of many contemporary philosophers which leads them to an un
<;ritical assumption of directness and certainty for the visual process. The
vividness and phenomenal directness of vision needs to be corrected in any
complete epistemolggy, which also has to make comprehensible how such an
indirect, coincidence-exploiting mechanism could work at all. Were visual
percepts as vague and incoherent as the phosphors on a radar screen, many
epistemological problems would be avoided. From the point of view of an
evolutionary e istemolo y, vision is just as indirect as ra_dar.
-- onsid� a one-photocell substitute eye such as was once distributed for
the use of the blind. To an earphone, the cell transmitted a note of varying
pitch depending upon the brightness of the light received. In blind search with
this photocell, one could locate some objects and some painted boundaries on 
flat surfaces, all boundaries being indicated by a shift in tone. One can im
agine an extension of this blind search device to a multiple photocell model,
each photocell of fixed direction, boundaries being located by a comparison
of emitted tones or energies perhaps in some central sweep scanning of out
puts. To be sure, boundaries would be doubly confirmed if the whole set were
oscillated slightly, so that a boundary stood out not only as comparison
across adjacent receptors at one time, but also as a comparision across times
for the same receptors. (The eye has just such a physiological nystagmus, es
sential to its function.) Similarly, one could build a radar with multiple fixed
directional emitters and receivers. It would search just as blindly, just as
openmindedly, as the single beam and sweep scanner. In such multiple recep
tor devices, the opportunities for excitation are blindly made available and
are selectively activated.

Blind locomotor search is the more primary, the more direct explora
tion. A blind man's cane is a vicarious search process. The less e � cane
movements substitute for blind trials and wasted movements by the whole
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body, removing costly search from the full locomotor effort, making that 
seem smooth, purposeful, insightful.29 The single photocell device seems 
equally blind, although utilizing a more unlikely substitute, one still cheaper 
in effort and time: The multiple photocell device, or the eye, uses the mul
tiplicity of cells instead of a multiplicity of focusings of one cell, resulting in a 
search process equally blind and open-minded, equally dependent upon a 
selection-from-variety epistemology. The substitutability of cane locomotion 
for body locomotion, the equivalence of opaque-to-cane and opaque-to-body, 
is a contingent discovery, although one which seems more nearly ".entailed," 
or to involve a less complex, less presumptive model of the physical world 
than does the substitutability of light waves or radar waves for body locomo
tion. 

This is, of course, a skeletonized model of vision, emphasizing its kinship 
to blind fumbling, and its much greater indirectness than blind fumbling, 
phenomenal directness notwithstanding. Neglected is the presumptive 
achievement of the visual system in reifying stable discrete objects, stable 
over a heterogeneity of points of viewing; neglected is the fundamental 
epistemological achievement of "identifying" new and partially different sets 
of sense data as "the same" so that habit or instinct or knowledge can be ap-

. propriately applied even though there be no logically entailed identity.30 
3. Habit and 4. Instinct. Habit, instinct, and visual diagnosis of objects

are so interlocked and interdependent that no simple ordering of the three is 
possible. Much more detailed work is needed on the evolution of knowledge 
processes, and such an examination would no doubt describe many more 
stages than are outlined here. StJch a stud could also rofita esc ibe the 
"pres�mp!i_ons" aQout the nature of the_wQild,_Q[ the "knowled e" abo_yt th_e 
-�ature of the world. under!y,in each stag_e. Certainly the extent of these
presumptions is greater at the more advanced levels.

The visual diagnosis of reindentifiable obje_ru is basic to most instinctive
response patterns in insects and vertebrates, both for instigation of the adap
tive pattern and for eliminating the trial-and-error component from the overt
response elements. In a crude way, instinct development can be seen as iQ.
voJving a trial and e rar of who.I� mutant animals, whereas trial-and-error
learning involves th uch chea er wastage of res onses within the lifetime
of a single animal.31 The same environment is editing habit and instinct
developme� most cases, the editing process is analogous, and the
epistemological status of the knowledge, innate or learned, no different. Thus
the great resistance of the empiricists to innate knowledge is made irrelevant,
but in the form of a more encompassing empiricism. It can be noted that all
comprehensive learning theories, including those of Gestalt inspiratiop, con
tain a trial-and-error component, be it a trial and error of "hypotheses" or 
"recenterings." 32 

These general conclusions may be acceptable, but the evolutionary dis-
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creteness of the two processes is not as clear as implied nor should instinct 
necessarily be regarded as more primitive than habit. Complex adaptive in
stincts typically involve multiple movements and must inevitably involve a 
multiplicity of mutations at least as great in number as the obvious move
ment segments. Furthermore, it is typical that the fragmentary movement 
segments, or the effects of single component mutations, would represent no 
adaptive gain at all apart from the remainder of the total sequence. The joint 
likelihood of the simultaneous occurrence of the adaptive form of the many 
mutations involved is so infinitesimal that the blind-mutation-and-selective
retention model seems inadequate. This argument was used effectively by 
both Lamarckians and those arguing for an intelligently guided evolution or 
creation. Baldwin, Morgan, Osborn, and Poulton33 believing that natural 
selection was the adequate and only mechamism, proposed that for s�_
stincts, learned adaptive patterns, recurrently discovered in similar form 
within a species by trial-and-error learning, preceded the instincts. The adap
t�tern being thus piloted by learning, any mutations that accelerated the 
learning, made it more certain to occur, or predisposed the animal to certain 
component responses, would be adaptive and selected no matter which com
ponent, or in what order affected. The habit thus provided a selective 
template around which the instinctive components could be assembled. (Stat
ing it in other terms1 learned ba hits make a new ecological.J!i£be available 
which niche then selects instinct components.) It is furthermore typical of 
�stincts that they involve learned components, as of nest and raw 
material location, etc. 

This can be conceived as an evolution of increasingly specific selection
criteria which at each level select or terminate visual rch and trial-and
error l�a;;;i;-:-In what we call learning, these are very general drive states 
and reinforcing conditions. In the service of these general reinforcers, specific 
objects and situations become learned goals and subgoals, learned selectors 
of more specific responses. (Even for drives and re�rcers, oi course, the en
yjron_ment's s ·ve r levance is re resented indirectly, as in the 
pleasureablene.ss of sweet foods, the vicariousness of which is shown by a� 

· lin "t'earn for the reward of nonnutritive sacc ·ne.) In 
the habit-to-instinct evolution, the once-learne goals and subgoals become 
innate at a more and more specific response-fragment level. For such an 
evolutionary development to take place, very stable environments over long 
evolutionary periods are required. 

Popper in his Herbert Spencer Lecture of 1961333 makes a creative 
analysis of the evolution of purposeful behavior which in some ways parallels 
Baldwin's, but is more explicit on the hierarchial s_election of selectors. Using 
a servomechanism model of an automated aeroplane, he suggests that 
mutations of "aim-structure" precede and subsequently select mutations in 
"skill structure." 
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5. Visually supported thought. The dominant form of insightful problem
solving in animals, e.g., as described by Kohler,34 requires the support of a 
visually present environment. With the environment represented vicariously 
through visual search, there is a substitute trial and error of potential 
locomotions in thought. The "successful" locomotions at this substitute level, 
with its substitute selective criteria, are then put into overt locomotion, where 
they appear "intelligent," '"purposeful," "insightful," even if still subject to 
further editing in the more direct contact with the environment. 

6. Mnemonically supported thought. At this level the environment being
searched is vicariously represented. in memory or "knowledge," rather than 
visually, tbe bliod)y emitted vicarious thoughLJrials being selected bY�--'1 
-bs.titu.ti.n.g for an external state of affairs. The net result
is the �ent," "c.reative," and "foresightful':_p_roduct of thought, our
i.0�ation of which makes us extremely reluctant to subsume it under the
blind-variation-and-selective-retention .Q!_odel. Yet it is in the description of 
this model that the trial-and-error theme, the blind permutation theme, has 
been most persistently invoked. When Mach in 1895 was called back to Vien
na to assume the newly created professorship in "The History and Theory of
Inductive Sciences," he chose this topic:

The disclosure of new provinces of facts before unknown can only be 
brought about by accidental circumstances ... 35 

... In such [other] cases it is a psychical accident to which the person owes his 
discovery a discovw which is· here made "deductively" by means of mental 
�_k.LO.f the world, instead of experim.ent_ajly. 36 

. .. After the repeated survey of a field has afforded opportunity for the in
terposition of advantageous accidents, has rendered all the traits that suit with 
the word or the dominant thought more vivid, and has gradually relegated to the 
background all things that are inappropriate, making their future appearance im
possible; then, from the teeming, swelling host of fancies which a free and high
flown imagination calls forth, suddenly that particular form arises to the light 
which harmonizes perfectly with the ruling idea, mood, or design. Then it is th.gt 
tb.e-t-which bas resulted slowly as the result of a gradual selection, appears as if it 
were the outcome of a deliberate act of creation. Thus are to be explained the 

,.. statements of Newton, Mozart, Richard Wagner, and others, when they say that 
thoughts, melodies, and harmonies had poured in upon them, and that they had 
simply retained the right ones. 37 

Poincare's famous essay on mathematical creativity espouses such a view at 
length, arguing that it is mathematical beauty which provides the selective 
criteria for a blind permuting process usually unconscious: 

One evening, contrary to my custom, I drank black coffee and could not 
sleep. Ideas rose in crowds; I felt them collide until pairs interlocked, so to speak, 
making a stable combination. 38 

... What happens then? Among the great numbers of combinations blindly 
formed by the subliminal self, almost all are without interest and without utility; 
but just for that reason they are also without effect upon the esthetic sensibility. 
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Consciousness will never know them; only certain ones are harmonious, and, 
consequently, at once useful and beautiful. 39 

... Perhaps we ought to seek the explanation in that preliminary period of 
conscious work which always precedes all fruitful unconscious labor. Permit me 
a rough comparison. Figure the future elements of our combinations as 
something like the hooked atoms of Epicurus. During the complete repose of the 
mind, these atoms are motionless, they are, so to speak, hooked to the wall; so 
this complete rest may be indefinitely prolonged without the atoms meeting, and 
consequently without any combination between them. 

On the other hand, during a period of apparent rest and unconscious work, 
certain of them are detached from the wall and put in motion. They flash in every 
direction through the space (I was about to say the room) where they are en
closed, as would, for example, a swarm of gnats or, if you prefer a more learned 
comparison, like the molecules of gas in the kinematic theory of gases. Then 
their mutual impacts may produce new combinations.40 

... In the subliminal self, on the contrary, reigns what I should call liberty, 
if we might give this name to the simple absence of discipline and to the disorder 
born of chance. Only this disorder itself permits unexpected combinations. 41 

Alexander Bain was proposing a trial-and-error model of invention and 
thought as early as 1855. 42 Jevons in 187443 was advocating a similar model 
in the context of a rejection of Bacon's principle of induction on grounds 
similar to Popper's. 

I hold that in all cases of inductive inference we must invent hypotheses u�til
we fall upon some hypothesis which yields deductive results in accordance with
experience. 44 

It would be an error to suppose that the great discoven:r seizes at once upon 
the truth or has any unerring method of divining it. In all probability the errors of 
the great mind exceed in number those of the less vigorous one. Fertility of im
agination and abundance of guesses at truth are among the first requisites of dis
covery; but the erroneous guesses must be many times as numerous as those 
which prove well founded. The weakest analogies, the most whimsical notions, 
the most apparently absurd theories, may pass through the teeming brain, and no 
record remain of more than the hundredth part. There is nothing really absurd 
except that which proves contrary to logic and experience. The truest theories in
volve suppositions which are inconceivable, and no limit can really be placed to 
the freedom of hypothesis.45 

In his very modern and almost totally neglected Theory of Invenli lJ of 
1881, Souriau effectively criticizes deduction, induction, and "la methode" as 
models for advances in thought and knowledge. His recurrent theme is "le 
principe de !'invention est le hazard": 

A problem is posed for which we must invent a solution. We know the con
ditions to be met by the sought idea; but we do not know what series of ideas will 
lead us there. In other words, we know how the series of our thoughts must end, 
but not how it should begin. In this case it is evident that there is no way to begin 
except at random. Our mind takes up the first path that it finds open before it, 
perceives that it is a false route, retraces its steps and takes another direction. 
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Perhaps it will arrive immediately at the sought idea, perhaps it will arrive very 
belatedly: it is entirely impossible to know in advance. In these conditions we are 
reduced to dependence upon chance.46 

By a kind of artificial selection, we can in addition substantially perfect our 
thought and make it more and more logical. Of all the ideas which present 
themselves to our mind, we note only those which have some value and can be 
utilized in reasoning. For every single idea of a judicious and reasonable nature 
which offers itself to us, what hosts of frivilous, bizarre, and absurd ideas cross 
our mind. Those persons who, upon considering the marvelous results at which 
knowledge has arrived, cannot imagine that the human mind could achieve this 
by a simple fumbling, do not bear in mind the great number of scholars working 
at the same time on the same problem, and how much time even the smallest dis
covery costs them. Even genius has need of patience. It is after hours and years of 
meditation that the sought-after idea presents itself to the inventor. He does not 
succeed without going astray many times; and if he thinks himself to have 
succeeded without effort, it is only because the joy of having succeeded has made 
him forget all the fatigues, all of the false leads, all of the agonies, with which he 
has paid for his success.47 

... If his memory is strong enough to retain all of the amassed details, he 
evokes them in turn with such rapidity that they seem to appear simultaneously; 
he groups them by chance in all the possible ways; his ideas, thus shaken up and 
agitated in his mind, form numerous unstable aggregates which destroy 
themselves, and finish up by stopping on the most simple and solid 
combination. 48 

the si ·1arit of the ima er in the final ara r h with that ..9f 
hby as cited under level 1, above, and that of Poincare, Mach and Jevons.

-: Jn..S 
· 

's use o e " tifi · n e seems o refer to 
the analogy with Darwin's theory of natural selection, but we cannot be c�
tain. Souriau's book is totally devoid of citations or even mentions of the 
works of any other. William James, however, is completely explicit on the 
analogy in an article published in 1880. 49 Arguing against Spencer's model of 
a perfectly passive mind, he says: 

And I can easily show that throughout the whole extent of those mental 
departments which are highest, which are most characteristically human, 
Spencer's law is violated at every step; and that, as a matter of fact, the new con
ceptions, emotions, and active tendencies which evolve are orginally produced in 
the shape of random images, fancies, accidental c;mtbirths of spontaneous varia
tion in the functional activity of the excessively unstable human brain, which the 
outer environment simply confirms or refutes, preserves or destroys-selects, in 
short, just as it selects morphological and social variations due to molecular ac
cidents of an analogous sort. so 
.... The conception of the [scientific] law is a spontaneous variation in the 
strictest sense of the term. It flashes out of one brain, and no other, because the 
instability of that brain is such as to tip and upset itself in just that particular 
direction. But the important thing to notice is that the good flashes and the bad 
flashes, the triumphant hypotheses and the absurd conceits, are on an exact 
equality in respect of their origin.51 
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James departs from the more complete model presented in Poincare,52 

Mach,53 and Campbell54 by seemingly having the full range of mental 
variations selected by the external environment rather than recognizing the 
existence of mental selectors. which vicariously represent the external� 
vironment (Ibe selected products, of course being subject to further valida
tion ia overt locomotion, etc.) 

Among the many others who have advocated such a view are Baldwin, 
Fouille, Pillsbury, Woodworth, Rignano, Thurstone, Lowes, Tolman, Hull, 
Muenzinger, Miller and Dollard, Boring, Humphrey, Mowrer, Sluckin, 
P61ya and Bonsack. 55 One presentation which has reached the attention of 
some philosophers is that of Kenneth J. W. Craik, in his fragmentary work of 
genius, The Nature of Explanation, 56 a work which in many other ways also 
espouses an evolutionary epistemology. 

The resultant process of thought is a very effective one, and a main pillar 
of man's high estate. Yet it must be emphasized again that the vicarious 
representations involved-both environmental realities and potential 
locomotions. being represented in mind-brain processes-are discovered con
tingent relationships, achieving no logical entailment, and in fine detail in
complete and imperfect. This same vicarious, contingent, discovered, 
marginally i'inperfect representativeness holds for the highly selected formal 
logics and mathematics which we utilize in the processes of science. 

�blew so!Hi�is a highly relevant topic, and is perhaps best 
. . �ed at this oinC Like thinkin i� re uires vicario x lorations-OiJ_ 
vicarious representation of the environment, with ·the exploratory trials being 
selected --b:¥ .criteria which are vicarious representatives of solution _r�/ 
gyirements or external realities. The present writer would insist here too, 
that if discovery or expansions of knowledge are achieved, blind variation is 
requisite. This being the case, it is only fair to note that Herbert Simon, both 
a leading computer simulator of thought and an epistemologically 
sophisticated scholar, rejects this point of view, at least in the extreme form 
advocated here. For example, he says "The more difficult and novel the 
problem, the greater is likely to be the amount of trial and error required to 
find a solution. At the same time, the trial and error is not completely ran
dom or blind; it is, in fact, highly 'selective."57 Earlier statements on this have 
been still more rejective. 58 The present writer has attempted elsewhere to 
answer in more detail than space here permits, 59 but a brief summary is if f 

order. The "selectivity," insofar as it is appropriate, represents already 
achieved wisdom of a more general sort, and as such, selectivity does not in 
any sense explain an innovative solution. Insofar as the selectivity is inap
propriate, it limits areas of search in which a solution might be found, and 
rules out classes of possible solutions. Insofar as the selectivity represents a 
partial general truth, some unusual solutions are ruled out. Simon's 
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"heuristics" are such partial truths, and a computer which would generate its 
own heuristics would have to do so by a blind trial and error of heuristic prin
ciples, selectioq from which would represent achieved general knowledge. 
The principle of hierarchy in problem solving depends upon such discoveries, 
and once achieved, can, of course, greatly reduce the total search space, but 
without at all violating the requirement of blindness as here conceived. For 
example, one of the heuristics used in Simon's "Logic Theorist" program60 is 
that any substitution or transformation which will increase the "similarity" 
between a proposition and the desired outcome should be retained as a stem 
on which further variations are to be tried. Any transformation decreasing 
similarity should be discarded. Similarity is crudely scored by counting the 
number of identical terms, with more points for similarity of location. This 
rule enables selection to be introduced at each transformational stage, greatly 
reducing the total search space. It employs an already achieved partial truth. 
It produces computer search similar to human problem solving in failing_ to 
discover roundabout solutions requiring initial decreases in similarity. 
Beyond thus applying what is already known, albeit only a partial truth, the 
new discoveries must be produced by a blind generation of alternatives. 

7. Socially vicarious exploration: observational learning and imitation.

The survival value of the eye is obviously related to an economy of 
cognition-the economy of eliminating all of the wasted locomotions which 
would otherwise be needed. An analogous economy of cognition helps ac
count for the great survival advantage of the truly social forms of animal life, 
which in evolutionary sequences are regularly found subsequent to rather 
than prior to solitary forms. In this, the trial-and-error exploration of one 
member of a group substitutes for, renders unnecessary, trial-and-error ex
ploration on the part of other members. The use of trial and error by scouts 
on the part of migrating social insects and human bands illustrates this 
general knowledge process. At the simplest level in social animals are 
procedures whereby one animal can profit from observing the consequences 
to another of that other's acts, even or especially when these acts are fatal to 
the model. The aversion which apes show to dismembered ape bodies, and 
their avoidance of the associated locations, illustrates such a process.61 In 
ants and termites the back tracking on the tracks of foragers who have come 
back heavy laden illustrates such a process for knowledge of attractive goal 
objects. The resum tions involved in this e istemo_logy include the belief 
that the model, .. � vicar, is exploring the same world io wbjch the observer is 
l_ivin- and locomotin ,_a as those assum tions abo Uhelaw ulness_oJ 
�ld whk � · all learning. 

Also noted in social animals, perhaps particularly in their young, is a 
tendency to imitate the actions of models even when the outcomes of those 
actions cannot be observed. This is a much more presumptive, but still 
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''rational" procedure. It involves the assumptions that the model animal is 
capable of learning and is living in a learnable world. If this is so, then the 
model has probably eliminated punished responses and has increased its 
tendencies to make rewarded · responses, resulting in a net output of 
predominantly rewarded responses (the more so the longer the learning 
period and the stabler the environment).62 

But even in imitation, there is no "direct" infusion or transference of 
knowledge or habit, just as there is no "direct" acquisition of knowledge by 
observation or induction . .As Baldwin63 analyzes the process, what the child 
acquires is a criterion image, which he learns to match by a trial and error of 
matchings. He hears a tune, for example, and then learns to make that sound 
by a trial and error of vocalizations, which he checks against the memory of 
the sound pattern. Recent studies of the learn-ing of bird song confirm and 
elaborate the same model. 64 

8. Language. Overlapping with levels 6 and 7 above is language, in which
the outcome of explorations can be relayed from scout to follower with 
neither the illustrative locomotion nor the environment explored being pre
sent, not even visually-vicariously present. From the social-functional point 
of view, it is quite appropriate to speak of the "language" of bees, even 
though the wagging dance by which the scout bee conveys the direction, dis
tance, and richness of his find is an innate response tendency automatically 
elicited without conscious intent to communicate. This bee language has the 
social function of economy of cognition in a way quite analogous to human 
language. The vicarious representabilities of geographical direction (relative 
to the sun and plane of polarization of sunlight), of distance, and of richness 
by features of the dance such as direction on a vertical wall, length of to-and
fro movements, rapidity of movements, etc., are all invented and contingent 
equivalences, neither entailed nor perfect, but tremendously reductive of 
flight lengths on the part of the observing or listening worker bees.65 The 
details of von Frisch's analysis are currently being both challenged and ex
tended. Perhaps the dance language does not communicate as precisely as he 
thought. Perhaps sonic, supersonic, and odor-trail means are also involved. It 
seems certain, however, that there are effective means of transmitting to 
other bees the successful outcomes of scout bee explorations in such a manner 
as to greatly reduce the total wasted exploratory effort over that required of 
solitary bees. 

Given the present controversy over "bee language," it may be well to 
make the point of a functional-linguistic feature in social insects at a more 
primitive level. Ants and termites have independently discovered the use of 
pheromones for this purpose: an explorer who has encountered food exudes a 
special external hormone on his walk back to the nest. The other workers 
backtrack on this special scent. If they too are successful, if the food supply 
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remains plentiful, they keep the pheromone track renewed. The "knowledge" 
of the environment upon which the worker bases his trip is profoundly in
direct. This "knowledge" is more directly confirmed if and when the worker 
finds food (although the also implied information that food is more prevalent 
in this direction than in most others is not tested at all). But even this confir
mation is profoundly indirect at the individual system level, for it involves 
sense-organ criteria for nourishingness rather than nourishingness itself. 
These criteria turn out to be approximate within limits set by the prior 
ecology. N onnourishing saccharfo and ant poison illustrate the indirectness 
and proneness _to illusion in novel ecologies. 

For human language too, the representability of things and actions by 
words is a contingent discovery, a nonentailed relationship, and only ap
proximate. We need a Popperian model of language learning in the child and 
of language development in the race. Regarding the child, this would 
emphasize that word meanings cannot be directly transferred to the child. 
Rather, the child must discover these by a presumptive trial and error of 
meanings, which the initial instance only limits but does not determine. 
Rather than logically complete ostensive definitions being possible, there are 
instead extended, incomplete sets of ostensive instances, each instance of 
which equivocally leaves possible multiple interpretations, although the 
whole series edits out many wrong trial meanings. The "logical" nature of 
children's errors in word usage amply testifies to such a process, and testifies 
against an inductionist version of a child's passively observing adult usage 
contingencies. This trial and error of meanings requires more than the com
munication of mentor and child. It requires a third party of objects referred 
to. Language cannot be taught by telephone, but requires visually or tactually 
present ostensive referents stimulating and editing the trial meanings. 

Moving to the evolution of human language, a social trial and error of 
meanings and namings can be envisaged. Trial words designating referents 
which the other speakers in the community rarely guess ••correctly" either 
fail to become common coinage or are vulgarized toward commonly guessed 
designations. All words have to go through the teaching sieve, have to be 
usefully if incompletely communicable by finite sets of ostensive instances. 
Stable, sharp, striking object-boundaries useful in manipulating the environ
ment have a greater likelihood of utilization in word meanings than do sub
tler designations, and when used, achieve a greater universality of meaning 
within the community of speakers. Such natural boundaries for words exist in 
much greater number than are actually used, and alternate boundaries for 
highly overlapping concepts abound. Just as certain knowledge is never 
achieved in science, so certain equivalence of word meanings is never 
achieved in the iterative trial and error of meanings in language learning. This 
equivocality and heterogeneity of meanings is more than trivial logical 



technicality; it is a practical fringe im.perfection. And even were meanings
uniform, the word-to-object equivalence is a corrigible contingent 
relationship, a product of a trial and error of metaphors of greater and 
greater appropriateness, but never complete perfection, never a formal nor 
entailed isomorphism.66 

9. Cultural cumulation. In sociocultural evolution there are a variety of 
variation and selective retention processes leading to advances or changes in 
technology and culture. Most direct, but probably of minor importance, is 
the selective survival of complete social organizations, differentially as a 
function of cultural features. More important is selective borrowing, a 
process which probably leads to increased adaptation as far as easily tested 
aspects of technology are concerned, but could involve adaptive irrelevance in 
areas of culture where reality testing is more difficult. Differential imitation 
of a heterogeneity of models from within the culture is also a selective system 
that could lead to cultural advance. The learning process, selective repetition 
from among a set of temporal variations in cultural practice, also produces 
cultural advance. Selective elevation of different persons to leadership and 
educational roles is no doubt involved. Such selective criteria are highly 
vicarious, and could readily become di�functional in a changing en
vironment. 67 

10. Science. With the level of science, which is but an aspect of 
sociocultural evolution, we return to Popper's home ground. The demarca
tion of science from other speculations is that the knowledge claims be 
testable, and that there be available mechanisms for testing or selecting which 
are more than social. In theology and the humanities there is certainly 
differential propagation among advocated beliefs, and there result sustained 
developmental trends, if only at the level of fads and fashions. What is 
characteristic of science is that the selective system which weeds out among 
the variety of conjectures involves deliberate contact with the environment 
through experiment and quantified prediction, designed so that outcomes 
quite independent of the preferen�es of the investigator are possible. It is 
preeminently this feature that gives science its greater objectivity and its 
claim to a cumulative increase in the accuracy with which it describes the 
world. 

An emphasis on the trial-and-error nature of science is a recurrent one, 
perhaps more characteristic of scientists describing scientific method than of 
philosophers. Agassi attributes such a view to William Whewell as early as 
1840: "Whewell's [is] in retrospect a Darwinian view: we must invent many 
hypotheses because only a few of them survive tests, and these are the ones 
that matter, the hard core around which research develops. "68 James, Hux
ley, Boltzmann, Ritchie, Jennings, Cannon, Northrop, Beveridge, Pepper, 
Auger, Holton, Roller, Gillispie, Caws, Ghiselin, and Monod are also among 
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those espousing such a view, 69 along with Toulmin, Kuhn, and Ackermann, 
to be discussed in more detail below. 

There are a number of aspects of science which point in this direction. 
The opportunism of science, the rushing in and rapid development following 
new breakthroughs, are very like the rapid exploitation of a newly entered 
ecological niche. Science_grows rapidly around l�borat�e�ar�uncLd!§_
coveries which mak the testin of · _ypotheses easier, h1ch rov1 �.P 
and consist nt selec ive s stems. Thus the barometer, microscope, telescope, 
galvanometer, cloud chamber, and chromatograph all have stimul�ted rapid
scientific growth. The necessity for the editing action of the expe�1ment �x
plains why a research tradition working with a trivial topic for which predic
tions can be checked advances more rapidly than research focused upon a 
more important problem but lacking a machinery for weeding out 
hypotheses. . . 

A major empirical achievement of the sociology of _sc1�nce �
evidence o the ubigui . f sillli,lltaneous inventiqn.. ILmany sc1ent1sts� tr . -
ingvariations on the same c.urpus...of current scientifie-k�.o._wled_g�,�nd if t.h�tr 
trials are bein editeil_b the amt stable-exte.mal..rea 1ty then the selected_ 
·· v.ariants-are aQ_t to be similat, the same discovery e_ncountered indepen.f!ently
b-y��merous wor_kers. This process is no more mysterious than that _al_l _of
a set of blind rats, each starting with quite different patterns of 1mt1al 
responses, learn the same maze pattern, under the maze's comma� e�itorship 
of the varied response repertoires. Their learning is actually their mde�en
dent invention or discovery of the same response pattern. In doubly reflexive
ly appropriateness, the theory of natural selection was itself multiply in
dependently invented, not only by Wallace but by many others. Moreover, 
the ubiquity of independent invention in science has itself been independently 
discovered. 70 

Placing science within the selective retention theme only begins the 
analysis that will eventually be required, for there are within science a variety 
of trial-and-error processes of varying degrees of vicariousness and in
terdependence. At one extreme is the blindly exploratory experimentalist who 
within a given laboratory setting introduces variations. on every. parameter
and combination he can think of, without attention to theory. While such ac
tivity does not epitomize science, such research often provides the empirical 
puzzles that motivate and discipline the efforts of theoreticians. A multiple 
opportunism of selective systems (or "problems") needs also to be empha
sized. Whereas the mass explorations of pharmaceutical houses for new an
tibiotics may be single-problem oriented, "basic" research is, like biological 
evolution, opportunistic not only in solutions, but also in problems. The 
research worker encountering a new phenomenon may change his research 
problem to one which is thereby solved. Serendipity as described by Cannon 
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and Merton, 71 and the recurrent theme of "chance" discovery, emphasize this 
double opportunism. Its occurrence implies that the scientist has an available 
agenda of problems, hypotheses, or expectations much larger than the 
specific problem on which he works, and that he is in some sense continually 
scanning or winnowing outcomes, particularly unexpected ones, with this 
larger set of sieves. 

At the opposite extreme from this blind laboratory exploration is 
Popper's view of the natural selection of scientific theories, a trial and .error
of mathematical and logical models in competition with each other m the 
adequacy with which they solve empirical puzzles, that is, in the adequacy 
with which they fit the totality of scientific data and also meet the separate 
requirements of being theories or solutions. Popper72 has, in fact, disparaged 
the common belief in "chance" discoveries in science as partaking of the in
ductivist belief in directly learning from experience. Although there is 
probably no fundamental disagreement, that issue, and the more general 
problem of spelling out in detail the way in which a natural selection of scien
tific theories is compatible with a dogmatic blind-variation-and-selective 
retention epistemology remain high priority tasks for the future. 

Intermediate perhaps, is Ioulmin'.(13 evolutionary model of scientific 
develQpment, which makes explicit analogue to population genetics and the 
concept of evolution as a shift in the composition of gene pool shared by a 
population, rather than specified in an individual. In his analogy, for genes 
are substituted "competing intellectual variants," concepts, beliefs, inter
pretations of specific fact, facts given special importance, etc. The individual 
scientists are the carriers. Through selective diffusion and selective retention 
processes some intellectual variants eventually become predominant, some 
completely eliminated. Some new mutants barely survive until their time is 
ripe. 

The selective systems operating on the vanat10ns need also to be 
specified. As Baldwin and Peirce emphasized, the selective system of science 
is ultimately socially distributed in a way which _any individualistic
epistemology fails to describe adequately. Vicarious selectors also mu�t be
specified. Whereas the meter readings in experiments may seem to be direct 
selectors, this is only relatively so, and most of the proximal selection is done 
on the basis of vicarious criteria, including the background presumptions re
quired to interpret the meter readings, some of which are very ?eneral _innature. In keeping with the nested hierarchy evolutionary perspective, a tnal 
and error of such presuppositions, would be expected as part of the overall 
process. Both Toulmin.'s interpretation of the history of science in terms of 
shifts in what does not need to be explained and Kuhn's paradigm shifts can 
be interpreted in this light. 74 This is consistent with Toulmin's own 
evolutionary orientation. Although Kuhn also uses natural selection 

analogues, a natural selection of paradigms imputes to surviving paradigms a 
superiority over their predecessors which he explicitly questions. Ackermann 
has extended the evolutionary perspectives of Kuhn, Popper, and Toulmin, 
viewing experimental evidence as providing ecologies or niches to which 
theories adapt, i.e., which select theories. 75 

4. Historical Perspectives on Evolutionary Epistemology

What we find in Popper, and what has been elaborated so far, is but one
type of evolutionary epistemology, perhaps best called a natural selection 
epistemology. As we have seen, there were both implicit and explicit 
forerunners of this in the nineteenth century, but they did not provide the 
dominant theme. Instead, theories of pre-Darwinian type generated the ma
jor evolutionary input into epistemology, even though their acceptance was 
furthered by the authority of Darwin's work. Herbert Spencer was the major 
spokesman for this school. Although he was an enthusiastic recipient of 
Darwin's theory of natural selection (and may even have coined the phrase 
"survival of the fittest"), he was a vigorous evolutionist before he read 
Darwin, and his thinking remained dominated by two pre-Darwinian inputs. 
The first was the model of embryological development, and the second was a 
version of Lamarckian theory in which the animal mind was a passive mirror 
of environmerital realities. Capek has provided three excellent historical 
reviews76 o.f Spencer's epistemology and its influence. Among his positive 
contributions was his insistence that knowing had evolved along with the 
other aspects of life. Also valuable was his concept of the "range of cor
respondences," the range becoming broader at higher evolutionary stages as 
manifest both in distance-receptor depth and range of environmental utiliza
tion. (His evolutionary Kantianism will be discussed below.) 

What Spencer missed was the profound indirectness of knowing 
necessitated by the natural selection paradigm, and the inevitable imperfec-

... tion and approximate character of both perceptual and sciP11tific knowledge 
at any stage. Instead, believing that an infinitely refinable .. .od sensitive hu
man cognitive apparatus had in the course of evolution adapted perfectly to 
the external environment, he became a naive realist accepting the givens of 
the cognitive processes as fundamentally valid. He also viewed human cogni
tion as validly encompassing all reality, rather than just those aspects 
behaviorally relevant in the course of human evolution. Capek sees the major 
limitations of Mach's and Poincare's evolutionary epistemologies as stem
ming from their residual tendency to follow Spencer in accepting the com
pleteness of cognitive evolution. It was against the Spencerian version of 
evolutionally produced cognitive perfection and completeness that Bergson 
rebelled.7

7 The Spencerian evolutionary epistemology had become a quite 
dominant view by 1890, a fact difficult to believe so absent has been any 
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evolutionary epistemology in the major philosophical discussions of the last 
fifty years. William James, in 1890, speaks of the pervasive "evolutionary 
empiricists." 78 Georg Simmel, in 1890, was able to write, 

It has been presumed for some time that human knowing ha-s evolved from the 
practical needs of preserving and providing for life. The common underlying 
presupposition is this: there exists objective truth, the content of which is not in
·nuenced by the practical needs of the knower. This truth is g@Sped only J2.e�.aA�!t 
of its utilit correct conce tions being more useful than wron ones. This view is 
common to various schools of epistemo ogy, m rea ism w ere knowing is an in
evitable grasping of an absolute reality, in idealism, where knowing is directed by
a priori forms of thought. 79 

While accepting a natural selection epistemolo� 
evolving animal, truth and usefulness are historically o�. Anticipating von 
Uexkiill and Bergson, he notes that the phenomenal worlds of animals differ 
from one to the other, according to the particular aspects of the· world they 
are adapted to and the different sense organs they have. 

Pragmatism's relation to natural selection and other evolutionary 
theories is mixed. In William James's re ragmatism writin s, he clearly 
espoused a natural-selection fallibilism of thought, social evolution, 
and science, in explicit opposition to Spencer's passive-omniscient 
Lamarckianism.80 A vague social-evolutionary orientation appears in his 
writings on pragmatism, but nowhere as explicit on the issues of .importance 
here. John Dewey's faith in experimentalism was never explicitly related to 
the variation-and-selective-retention epistemology, and his only reference to 
natural selection in his book, The Influence of Darwin on Philosophy, is in 
refutation of the argument for God's existence from the wondrous adapted 
complexity of organisms.81 In his chapter of that book on the problem of 
knowledge, no mention of natural selection or trial and error occurs. 

Charles Sanders Peirce is profoundly ambivalent in this regard. His con
cept of truth as " o� fate to be ul · atel a ree by al) 
�,igatr"82 partakes of the "left-overs" or winnowing model of
knowledge whicn is the particular achievement of the selective retention 
perspective. Here is another fragment with this flavor: 

. . it ma be conceived and often is conceived, that induction lends 
ty to its conclusion. Now that1s o t e-w m which ind tion leads e t  th. 
It lends no definite probability to its conclusion. It is nonsense to talk of the 
probability of a law, as if we could pick universes out of a grab-bag and find in 
what proportion of them the law held good. Therefore, such an induction is not 
valid; for it does not do what it professes to do, namely make its conclusion 
probable. But yet if it had only professed to do what induction does (namely, to 
commence a proceeding which must in the long run approximate to the truth), 
which is infinitely more to the purpose than what it professes, it would have been_ 
valid. 83 
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Another Peirceian imagery that is quite sympathetic is that of a primeval 
chaos of chance, within which nodes of order emerged, nodes which grew 
but never exhausted the chaos, a background of chance and indeterminacy 
remaining. This imagery is preminiscent of that of Ashby. 84 But the 
mechanism which is used to explain the emergence is not selective retention, 
but a mentalistic, anthropomorphic, "tendency to habit" on the part of 
physical matter: 

... a Cosmogonic Philosophy. It would suppose that in the beginning-infinitely 
remote-there was a chaos of unpersonalized feeling, which being without con
nection or regularity would properly be without existence. This feeling, sporting 
here and there in pure arbitrariness, would have started the germ of a generaliz
ing tendency. Its other sportings would be evanescent, but this would have a 
growing virtue. Thus the tendency to habit would be started; and from this, with 
the other principles of evolution, all the regularities of the universe would be 
evolved. At any time, however, an element of pure chance survives and will re
main until the world becomes an absolutely perfect, rational, and symmetrical 
system, in which mind is at last cnstallized in the infinitelv distant future. 85 

Peirce was thoroughly conversant wltn tne concept 01 natural selection 
and recognized it as Darwin's central contribution. Certainly he had in his 
creative exploration all of the ingredients for a selective retention ev
olutionary epistemology. Yet, the perspective if ever clearly conceived was 
also ambivalently rejected, and compatible statements such as those above 
are few and far between, overshadowed by dissimilar and incompatible 
elements. Wiener86 has carefully documented his ambivalence on the issue. In 
spite of all of his emphasis on evolution, and on the ontological status of 
chance, Peirce was not a Darwinian evolutionist. Rather he favored the views 
of both Lamarck and Agassiz, or at least gave them equal status. Wiener is 
able to quote Peirce as describing Darwin's theory as one which "barely com
mands scientific respect," and "did not appear at first at all near to being 
proved, and to a sober mind its case looks less hopeful now [ 1893] than it 
did twenty years ago."87 While later expressing much more Darwinian 
positions, he hedged by regarding sports (and trial thoughts) as being in
itiated by lack of environmental fit, and as being formed "not wildly but in 
ways having some sort of relation to the change needed."88 Peirce's 
evolutionism was nostalgic for if not consistently committed to a God-guided 
evolution: 

... a genuine evolutionary philosophy, that is one that makes the principle of 
growth a primordial element of the universe, is so far from being antagonistic to 
the idea of a personal creator that it is really inseparable from that idea; while a 
necessitarian religion is in an altogether false position and is destined to become 
disintegrated. But a pseudo-evolutionism which enthrones mechanical law is at 
once scientifically unsatisfactory, as giving no possible hint of how the universe 
has come about, and hostile to all hopes of personal relations to God. 89 
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In connection with such a view, however, he had the important insight
that natural laws (and perhaps even God Himself) are evolutionary products
and are still evolving.90

James Mark Baldwin is known to philosophers today only as the editor
of the 1901-1905 Dictionary of Philosophy for which Peirce wrote a number
of entries. Professionally a psychologist, he is perhaps today better
remembered by sociologists of the Cooley tradition, or as a-contender for the
dubious honor of writing the first social psychology text (that by subtitle and
preface) in 1897. Always a vigorous evolutionist, Darwinist-Weismannia_n

and anti-Lamarckian, he turned to epistemology in his later years in his
several volumes on Thought and Things or Genetic Logic.91 In 1909 he
published casually a brief book on Darwin and the Humanities92 which stan�s
in· marked contrast with Dewey's contemporaneous The Influence of Darwin

on Philosophy93 for its pervasive use of the natural selection and generalized
selective retention theme. In this volume Baldwin summarized more concise
ly points he had made elsewhere, some of which have been cited above:

... My favorite doctrines, and those in which my larger books have bee? in soi:ne
measure original, seem now, when woven together, to have been consc1?usly m
spired by the theory of Natural Selection: I need only me�tion 'O_rg�mc Selec
tion,' 'Functional Selection,' 'Social Heredity,' 'Sele�t1ve Thmkmg:' 'Ex
perimental Logic,' thoroughgoing 'Naturalism of Method,' etc. S�ch view� as
these all illustrate or extend the principle of selection as Darwm conceived
it-that is, the principle of survival from varied cases-as over against any
vitalistic or formal principle.94 
... Natural selection is in principle the universal law of genetic organization

and progress in nature-human nature no less than physical nature.9� 

... Summing up our conclusions so far with reference to Darwm1sm in
Psychology we may say: . . 

(1) The individual's learning processes are by a method of funct10nal 'tnal
and error' which illustrates 'natural' in the form of 'functional selection.'

(2) Such acquisitions, taken jointly with his endowment, give him the chance
of survival through 'natural,' in the form of 'organic selection.'

(3) By his learning, he brings himself into the traditions of his _g�oup,. thus
coming into possession of his social heritage, which is the means of his md1V1dual
survival in the processes of 'social and group selection.' 

(4) Thus preserved the individual's endowment or physical heredity is,
through variation, directed in intelligent and gregarious lines through 'natural' as
'organic selection.' . . 

(5) Individuals become congenitally either more greganous or more m-
telligent for the maintenance of the group life, according as the greater utility at
taches to one or the other in the continued operation of these modes of selec
tion.96 

His distinction between pragmatism and his version of instrumentalism 
deserves quoting at some length: 

The theory of truth becomes either one of extreme 'Pragmatism' or one 

merely of 'Instrumentalism.' 
lnstr.M talisJn_holds that all truth is tentatively arrived at and experim�n-

!all).'. r_iikd. The method of knowledge is the now familiar Darwinian procedure
of 'trial and error.' The thinker, whether working in the laboratory with things or
among the products of his own imaginative thought, tries out hypotheses; and
only by trying out hypotheses does he establish truth. The knowledge already
possessed is use� instrumentally in the form of a hypothesis or conjecture, for the
discovery of further facts or truths,_Ihis reinstates in the sphere of thinking the
�od. o.LDar.w..inia.n_sel.0etfon.

Here Darwinism gives support to the empiricism of Hume and Mill and 
forwards the sober British philosophical tradition. And no one illustrates better 
than Darwin, in his own scientific method, the soberness, caution, and soundness 
of this procedure. 

But a more radical point of view is possible. What is now known as 
Pragmatism proceeds out from this point. It is pertinent to notice it here, for it 
offers a link of transition to the philosophical views with which we must briefly 
concern ourselves. 

Pragmatis.aLt.urns instru en1ali.fil:nJ.!:!.o a system of metaphysics. It claims. 
t�.!_ ap_art from its tentati.Ye in um�lue its value as uide t · its�
as measured by utilit)',_ seen in the conseque.n� of its following out, truth has !_10 
further meaniug ... J�fot only is all truth selected for itsutili!y.f uta2art from its 
utility it is not th. There 1s no reality then to which truth is still true, whether 
fiumanly discovered or not; on the contrary, reality is only the content of the 
system of beliefs found useful as a guide to life. 

I wish to point out that, in such a conclusion, not only is the experimental 
conception left behind, but the advantages of the Darwinian principle of adjust
ment to actual situations, physical and social, is lost; and if so interpreted, in
strumentalism defeats itself. This clearly appears when we analyze a situation in
volving trial and error. Trial implies a problematical and alternative result: either 
the success of the assumption put to trial or its failure. When we ask why this is 
so, we hit upon the presence of some 'controlling' condition or circumstance in 
the situation-some stable physical or social fact-whose character renders the 
hypothesis or suggested solution either adequate or vain, as the case may be. The 
instrumental idea or thought, then, has its merit in enabling us to find out or 
locate facts and conditions which are to be allowed for thereafter. These con
stitute a control upon knowledge and action, a system of 'things'. 97 

5. Kant's Categories of Perception and Thought as Evolutionary Products

The evolutionary perspective is of course at odds with any view of an
ipso facto necessarily valid synthetic a priori. But it provides a perspective un
der which Kant's categories of thought and intuition can be seen as a descrip
tive contribution to psychological epistemology. Though we reject Kant's 
claims of a necessary a priori validity for the categories, we can in 
evolutionary perspective see the categories as highly edited, much tested 
presumptions, "validated" only as scientific truth is validated, synthetic a 
posteriori from the point of view of species-history, synthetic and in several 
way a priori (but not in terms of necessary validity) from the point of view of 
an individual organism. Popper makes this point in the following quotation: 



The problem 'Which comes first, the hypothesis (H) or the observation (O),' 
is soluble; as in the problem, 'Which comes first, the hen (H) or the egg (O)'. The 
reply to the latter is, 'An earlier kind of egg'; to the former, 'An earlier kind of 
hypothesis'. It is quite true that any particular hypothesis we choose will have 
been preceded by observations-the observations, for example, which it is 
designed to explain. But these observations, in their turn, presupposed the adop
tion of a frame of reference: a frame of expectations: a frame of theories. If they 
were significant, if they created a need for explanation and thus gave rise to the 
invention of a hypothesis, it was because they could not be explained within the 
old theoretical framework, the old horizon of expectations. There is no danger 
here of an infinite regress. Going back to more and more primitive theories and 
myths we shall in the end find unconscious, inborn expectations. 

The theory of inborn ideas is absurd, I think; but every organism has inborn 
reactions or responses; and among them, responses adapted to impending events. 
These responses we may describe as 'expectations' without implying that these 
'expectations' are conscious. The new-born baby 'expects', in this sense, to be fed 
(and, one could even argue, to be protected and loved). In view of the close rela
tion between expectation and knowledge we may even speak in quite a reasonable 
sense of 'inborn knowledge'. This 'knowledge' is not, however, valid a priori; an 
inborn expectation, no matter how strong and specific, may be mistaken. (The 
newborn child may be abandoned, and starve.) 

Thus we are born with expectations;· with 'knowled e' which althou h not 
vali a ior', is psych logically or genetically a priori, i.e. prior to all obser
vational experience. One of the mos.!Jifil)ortan o these expectations is the ex
pecta,!jon of finding a regularit . It is connected with an m om propensit to 
look out for regularities, or with a neeato findregularities� may seefrom·
Jhe pl�sure of the child who satisfies this need. 

This 'instinctive' expectation of finding regularities, which is psychologically 
a priori, corresponds very closely to the 'law of causality' which Kant believed to 
be part of our mental outfit and to be a priori valid. One might thus be-inclined to 
say that Kant failed to distinguish between psychologically a priori ways of 
thinking or responding and a priori valid beliefs. But I do not think that his mis
take was quite as crude as that. Fo the expectation off ndin egular.ities is npt 
only m; chologkally_a_p.r..tori llll.a�� it-islog� 

bservational experience, for it is prior to any recognition of similarities, as we 
have_ seen; an allobs-ervation involves the recognition of similarities ( or dis
similarities). But in spite· of being logically a priori in this sense the expectation is 
not valid a priori. For it may fail: we can easily construct an environment (it 
would be a lethal one) which, compared with our ordinary environment, is so 
chaotic that we c·ompletely fail to find regularities .... 

Thus Kant's reply to Hume came near to being right; for the distinction 
between an a priori valid expectation and one which is both genetically and 
logically prior to observation, but not a priori valid, is really somewhat subtle. 
But Kant proved too much. In trying to show how knowledge is possible, he 
proposed a theory which had the unavoidable consequence that our quest for 
knowledge must necessarily succeed, which is clearly mistaken. When Kant said, 
"Our intellect does not draw its laws from nature but imposes its laws upon· 
nature", he was right. But in thinking that these laws are necessarily true, or that 
we necessarily succeed in imposing them upon nature, he was wrong. Nature very 
often resists quite successfully, forcing us to discard our laws as refuted; but if we 
live we may try again. 

Kant believed that Newton's dynamics was a priori valid. (See his 
Meta · 

. . ions o Nat ra/ · nc5, published between the first and 
the se_cond ed1t�o?s of the Critique o Pure Reason.) But if, as he thought, we can
explam the vahd1ty of Newton's theory by the fact that our intellect imposes its 
laws upon nature, it follows, I think, that our intellect must succeed in this· which 
makes it hard to understand why a priori knowledge such as Newton's sh�uld be
so hard to come by. 9s 

This insight is the earliest and most frequently noted aspect of an 

evolutionary epistemology, perhaps because it can be achieved from a 
Lamarckian point of view, as well as from the natural selection model which 
is absolutely essential to the previous points. Herbert Spencer, a Lamarckian 

for these purposes, achieved this insight, as Hoffding conveniently 

summarizes: 

With regard to the question of the origin of knowledge Spencer makes front 
on the one hand against Leibniz and Kant, on the other against Locke and Mill. 
He quarrels with empiricism for two reasons:-firstly, because it does not see 
that the matter of experience is always taken up and elaborated in a definite 

, manner,. w_hich i� de�ermi�ed ?Y the original nature of the individual; secondly, 
�eca�se It IS lackmg m a  cntenon of truth. We must assume an original organisa
.tion tf we are to understand the influence exercised by stimuli on different in
divi�uals,. and the criterion by means of which alone a proposition can be es
tablished 1s the fact that its opposite would contain a contradiction. In the inborn 
nature _of the individual_ then, and in the logical principle on which we depend
every time we make an mference, we have an a priori element; something which 
cannot be deduced from experience. To this extent Spencer upholds Leibniz and 
Kan� agai�st Locke and Mill; but he does so only as long as he is restricting his 
cons1derat10ns to the experience of the individual. What is a priori for the in
dividual is not so for the race. For those conditions and forms of knowledge and 
of feeling which are original in the individual, and hence cannot be derived from 
his experience, have been transmitted by earlier generations. The forms of' 
thought correspond to the collective and inherited modifications of structure 
which are latent in every new-born individual, and are gradually developed 
through his experiences. Their first origin, then, is empirical: the fixed and uni
v_ersal relatio_n of things_ to o�e another must, in the course of development, form
fixed and umversal conJunct1ons in the organism; by perpetual repetition of ab
solutely ex�ern_al uniformities there arise in the race necessary forms of 
knowledge, md1ssoluble thought associations which express the net results of the 
e��erience of perhaps several millions of generations down to the present. The in
dmdual cannot sunder a conjunction thus deeply rooted in the organisation of 
the race; hence, he is born into the world with those psychical connections which 
form the substrata of "necessary truths" (see Principles of Psychology, pp. 208, 
216; cf. First Principles, p. 53. "Absolute unifet:mities of experience generate ab
s?lute uniformities of thought"). Although Spencer is of opinion that the induc
tive �chool w�nt too far whe� they attempted to arrive at everything by way of in
duct�on (for, 1f we adopt this method,jn_dl!_fti_g�ig;elf.is Left...hangin in�), 
yet, 1f he had to choose between Locke and Kant, he would avow himself a disci
ple of the former; for, in the long run, Spencer too thinks that all knowledge and
all forms of thought spring from experience. His admission that there is 
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something in our mind which is not the product of our own a posteriori ex
perience led M x Milller to call him a "thoroughgcing Kantian," to whic� 

S encer re lied: " =he-E..v_olution-view is com· letel ex eriential. It differs from 
t�;- rigin�al view of the_experimentalists by con1.ai.n.i.ng__a_great extension of tfiat 
view.-B1:!J_JhiLi!i.ew_gf _Jymt is avow_£d/y and utter/ unexperientia/. "99 

It is of no small interest to notice that JohnStuar Mill, who at first 
demurred at Spencer's evolutionary psychology, afterwards declared himself 
convinced that mental development takes place not only in the individual but also 
in the race by means of inherited dispositions. He expressed this modification of 
his view a year before his death in a letter to Carpenter, the physiologist (quoted 
in the latter's Mental Physio/ogy). 100 

As Wallraff 101 has documented, the demoting of Kant's categories to the 
level of descriptive rather than prescriptive epistemology began in 1807 with 
Jacob Fries's effort to interpret the categories as having only a psychological 
base, as but descriptive of human reason. While such a position was typically 
accompanied by a thoroughgoing dualism and was purely mentalistic,-3 
18-6.6 Frederick A. Lan e was able to discuss the a priori as aspects of a
..::PJn:sic-�· " _a · tion of the mind 102 and t�
t� of "err neo.us_a_ r · ri kn owled e." He also wrote:

Perhaps some day the basis of the idea of cause may be found in the mechanism 
of reflex action and sympathetic excitation; we should then have translated 
Kant's pure reason into physiology, and so made it more easily conceivable.103 

All that was lacking here was an explicit statement of the kind of validation 
of such physiological biases which a natural-selection evolution provides. 
Helmholtz's biological interpretation of the Kantian a priori categories is 
similar. 104 

Baldwin had the insight in 1902 and earlier: 
As Kant claimed, knowledge is. a grocess of categorizi.!l&, and to know a 

thing is to say that it illustrates or stimulates, or functions as, a category. But a 
category is a mental habit; that is all a category can be allowed to be-a habit 
broadly defined as a disposition, whether congenital or acquired, to act upon or 
to treat, items of any sort in certain general ways. These habits or categories 
arise either from actual accommodations with 'functional' or some other form of 
utility selection, or by natural endowment secured by selection - from 
variations.105 

In the tradition of pragmatism, the categories were seen as but 
pragmatically useful ways of thinking, usually products of culture history 
rather than biological evolution, 106 although in espousing such a viewpoint, 
Wright was able to say in passing: 

In a certain sense, therefore, the distinctions involved in some, at least, of the 
categories, viz., space, time, thing, and per�on, are present in the sense percepts 
of animals ... .It is clear that historically and phylogenetically perceptual 
elements anticipatory of some of the categories existed prior to the genesis of 
thought.107 

Wright's position is extended explicitly by Child 108 who posits both "biotic 
categories," biological functions shared with animals and of biological sur
vival value, and "sociotic categories" which are cultural products. He says in 
passing "Since Kant, the term 'category' has primarily referred to the 
presumably pervasive structures of racial mind." 109 

A great many other scholars have considered some kind of an 
evolutionary interpretation of Kant's categories, usually very briefly and 
without citing others. In approximately chronological order these include 
James, Morgan, Mach, Poir:icare, Boltzmann, Fouille, Cassirer, Shelton, 
Reichenbach, R. W. Sellars, Uexkilll, Meyerson, Northrop, Magnus, 
Lorenz, Piaget, Waddington, Bertalanffy, Whitrow, Platt, Pepper, Merleau
Ponty, Simpson, W. S. Sellars, Hawkins, Barr, Toulmin, Wartofsky, and 
Watanabe. Quine, Maxwell, Shimony, Yilmaz, and Stemmer have made 
much the same point without explicit reference to the Kantian catagories.110 

Of these, many are essentially biologists generalizing into philosophy. This 
brief quote from Waddington epitomizes their message: 

The faculties by which we arrive at a world view have been selected so as to be, at 
least, efficient in dealing with other existents. They may, in Kantian terms, not 
give us direct contact with the thing-in-itself, but they have been moulded by 
things-in-themselves so as to be competent in coping with them." 111 

Most of the passages cited are very brief, noting the insight only in passing. 
In marked contrast is the rich exposition provided by Lorenz. 

In his essay, "Kant's Doctrine of the A Priori in the Light of Contem
porary Biology," Lorenz 112 accepts Kant's insight as to some degree of fit 
between innate categories of thought and the Ding an sich. He accepts Kant's 
claim that without such prior-fitting categories, no one could achieve in his 
own lifetime the empirical, experiential, knowledge of the world which he 
does achieve. He accepts in some sense Kant's skepticism as to the form of 
knowledge. While to Lorenz more than Kant the Ding an sich is knowable, it 
certainly is only known in the knower's categories, not in those of the Ding an

sich itself. Thus he accepts Kant as psychologist if not as epistemologist. As 
with all of those we have cited above, from Spencer on, any validity or ap
propriateness of the categories to the Ding an sich is due to their status as a 
product of an evolution in which the Ding an .sich has acted in the editorial 
role of discarding misleading categories. 

Lorenz, like Popper' 13 recognizes that it was to Kant's great disadvan
tage to believe Newton's physics perfectly true. When Kant then recognized 
the a priori human intuitions of space, time, and causality as fitting Newton's 
physics (which they do to a lesser degree than Kant thought), he had a greater 
puzzle on his hands than a modern epistemologist has. From our viewpoint, 
both Newton's laws of dynamics and the intuitive categories of space percep
tion can be seen as but approximations to a later more complete physics ( or 



to the Ding an sich ). 

The realization that all laws of "pure reason" are based on highly physical 
or mechanical structures of the human central nervous system which have 
developed through many eons like any other organ, on the one hand shakes our 
confidence in the laws of pure reason and on the other hand substantially raises 
our confidence in them. Kant's statement that the laws of pure reason have ab
solute validity, nay that every imaginable rational being, even if it were an angel, 
must obey the same laws of thought, appears as an anthropocentric presumption. 
Surely the "keyboard" provided by the forms of intuition and categories-Kant 
himself calls it that-is something definitely located on the physicostructural side 
of the psychophysical unity of the human organism .... But surely these clumsy 
categorical boxes into which we have to pack our external world "in order to be 
able to spell them as experiences" (Kant) can claim no autonomous and absolute 
validity whatsoever. This is certain for us the moment we conceive them as 
evolutionary adaptations .... At the same time, however, the nature of their 
adaptation shows that the categorical forms of intuition and categories have 
proved themselves as working hypotheses in the coping of our species with the 
absolute reality of the environment (in spite of their validity being only ap
proximate and relative). Thus is clarified the paradoxical fact that the laws of 
"pure reason" which break down at every step in modern theoretical science, 
nonetheless have stood (and still stand) the test in the practical biological matters 
of the struggle for the preservation of the species. 

The 'dots' produced by the coarse 'screens' used in the reproductions of 
photographs in our daily papers are satisfactory representations when looked at 
superficially, but cannot stand closer inspection with a magnifying glass. So, too, 
the reproductions of the world by our forms of intuition and categories break 
down as soon as they are required to give a somewhat closer representation of 
their objects, as in the case in wave mechanics and nuclear physics. All the 
knowledge an individual can wrest from the empirical reality of the 'physical 
world-picture' is essentially only a working hypothesis. And, as far as th�ir 
species-preserving function goes, all those innate structures of the mind which we 
call 'a priori' are likewise only working hypotheses. Nothing is absolute except 
that which hides in and behind the phenomena. Nothing that our brain can think 
has absolute, a priori validity in the true sense of the word, not even mathematics 
with all its Iaws. 1 '4 

Lorenz portrays for the concepts of space and causality their analogues 
in water shrew, greylag goose, and man, arguing for each an "objectivity," 
yet limitedness and imperfection. For a weak microscope, we assume that the 
homogeneous texture provided at its limit of resolution is a function of those 
limits, not an attribute of reality. We do this because through more powerful 
scopes this homogeneity becomes differentiated. By analogy, we extend this 
assumption even to the most powerful scope. Seeing our human categories of 
thought and intuition as but the best in such an evolutionary series, even 
though we might have no better scope to compare it with, generates a parallel 
skepticism. Actually we do have a better scope, modern physics, which today, 
at least, if not in Kant's time, provides a much finer grained view of reality. 

There is a two-sided message in this literature: there is an "objective" 

reflection of the Ding an sich which, however, does not achieve expression in
the Ding a� sich's own terms. Lorenz, and many of the others, have argued
t�at the_"tn1?d has �een sh.aped by evolution to fit those aspects Qf..l_he W.Q_rlrl
.�hit deals, mst as have other body parts: 

... 

f-

This central nervous apparatus does not prescribe the laws of nature any moreth.-i the hoo_f of the horse prescribes the form of the ground. Just as the hoof ofthe horse, �hts central nervous apparatus stumbles over unforeseen changes in itstas�. �ut Just a� the hoof of the horse is adapted to the ground of the steppewhich it c�pes with, so our central nervous apparatus for organizing the image ofthe world_ is adapted to the re�l wo�ld with �hich man has to cope. Just like anyor�an, t_h1s apparat�s has attained its expedient species-preserving form throughthis copmg of real with the real during a species history many eons Iong _ 1,s 

:he shape of a horse's ?oof certainly expresses "knowledge" of the steppe in 
� very odd

" 
and partial �anguage, and in an end product mixed with 

kno�le��e of other contmgencies. Our visual, tactual, and several modes
of sc1ent1f1c knowledge of the steppe are each expressed in quite different
lan�uages, but �re comparably objective. The hydrodynamics of sea water,
plus the ecologica! valu� of_ locomotion, have independently shaped fish,
whale,_ and w�lrus m � qmte similar fashion. Their shapes represent indepen
dent discovenes of this same "knowledge," expressed in this case in similar 
"l�n�uage�." But the jet-propelled squid reflects the same hydrodynamic·
�n��iples m a quite_ different, b�t perhaps equally "accurate" and "objec
tive shape. The Dzng an •itch 1s always known indirectly, always in tbe
�e of the kno"'.er's. posit&, _b� these mutations._,governing bodily form, or
�isual �rc�p�s, �r scientific theones. In this sense it is unknowable. But there

- i� an obJec�ivity m the reflection, however indirect, an objectivity in the selec-
tion from mnumerable less adequate posits.

6. Pragmatism, Utilitarianism, and Objectivity

_ £.Q.L.b.Q_tiL£oppei:..a resent wri r _the - ob ·ectivity in science
is a noble o�e, and dearly to be cherished It is in true wo t 1s goal
that we remmd ourselves that our current views of reality are partial and im-

�- We �ecoil at a view of science which recommends we give upthe
�earch for ultimate truth and settle for practical computational recipes mak
�ng no pretense at truly describing a real world. Thus our sentiment is to re
Ject pra�mati�m, util�tarian nominalism, utilitarian subjectivism, utilitarian
con:ent10nals1m, or mstrumentalism, 116 in favor of a critical hypothetical
reahsm. Y�lutionary epistemoJogy, with its basis in natural selection

· fo�. su�v1:al relevance, may seem to commit us to pragmatism or
-�1tanamsro. Simmel in 1895 117 presents the problem forcibly as also do
Mach and Poincare. 

This profound difference in sentiment deserves much more attention
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than can be given here, but brief comments from a variet� of perspectives

may be in order. These are based on the assumptio� th�t
_,
ne1ther Popper nor 

the present writer intend to relinquish the goal of ob1ect1V1ty, an� must there

fore reconcile it with the natural selection epistemology to which that very

quest for objective truth has led us. 
. . . . . 

Where the emphasis on utilitarian selectlVlty 1s t� �o�nter the �p1stem1c

arrogance of a naive or phenomenal realism, we can J�m 1t unamtnvalently.

The critical realist has no wish to identify the real with the phenomenally

given. Thus the visual and �l l���1i y ?f ord_ina_ry objects represents a

phenomenal emphasis on the one physical d1scont�nu�t� m_
ost u_sable by man

and his ancestors, to the neglect of other discontmm:1e_s i�entlfi�ble by the 

probes of modern experimental phys_ics. Perceive�, sohd1ty !� not illusory �or 

its ordinary uses : what it diagnoses 1s aoe of the snrfac�s Jnodern �hysi�

also describes But when rejfied as exclusiy_e,_when creatmg expecta_tlons of

opagueness and impermeability to all types of probes, i� becomes 1l
_
lusQ.!1, 

i-ere.n.t..ani?1als d
_
o represent m part th� d1fferen-

tia-l- nti]ities of their specific ecological mches, as well as d�
limitations. But each of the separate contours diagnosed_ i _

n these �mwe/ten 
· l 1 t h · wh1"ch i rovides man 

are also diagnosab e b a comp e e sics, 
differentia unused and unperceived b_y any organisip. 118 

- Nor do we claim any firmer grounding of the scientific theory and fa_ct of

today than do the pragmatists and utilitaria�s_. Indeed, Popper�s emphasis on

;;riticism may produce an even greater skepticism as �o. the re�hsm_ of present

day science. There is, however, a differen�e in wha� 1t 1s that 1s bemg ground

ed. Consider a graph of observational pomts relatmg th_e volume of ��t_er to

· its temperature. An extreme punctiform pragmatism or . de�imt10nal

operationism would regard the observations themselves as the scientific tru�h.

A more presumptive pragmatism would fit a least squares �urve with

minimum parameters to the data, and regard the values of the pomts �n _ the 

fitted curve as the scientific facts, thus deviating from some of the ongma,.

observations. Even at this stage, degrees of pragmatism occur. The departu
_
re 

may be justified purely on the grounds of computational e�ficiency, o� :he �1s

crepant observations may be regarded as "errorful," w�th the ant1c1patwn

that, were the experiment repeated, the new observat10ns w
_
o�ld on the

average fall nearer to the "theoretical" values than _to the ongm_al. obser

vations. Most scientific practice is still less pragmatic, more r�ahstic than

this: Of all mathematical formulae that fit the data equally well with the same 

number of parameters, scientists choose that one or those w�ose para�eters 

can be used in other formulae subsuming other observations. Whil� the 

search for such parameters may most often be done as a search for ph
_
y_sic�lly 

interpretable parameters, it can also be justifie?. on purely u
_
ti_htanan 

grounds. In extending this series, were Popper's posit10n to be classified as a

1�. CVVLUiiVl"'IJ-\1'..I e,r1�1e,1v1uLU\..Jl'. 

pragmatism at all it would have to be as pragmatic selection from among for
mal theories claiming to be universally descriptive of the real world, but not 
identified as the real world. Even this degree of pragmatism ne,ecls to be 

qualified. 
The extremes of pragmatism, definitional operatiomsm, .rna 

_phenomena.l..is._m would equate theory and data in a true epis�ological 
�- But as elaborated in actual philosophies of science, the dualism of 
data and theory just described is accepted., Adequately to handle the issues 

raised in d.iscussions of epistemological monism and dualism 119 we need to ex
pand the framework to an epistemological trinism. (trialism, triadism, 
trimondism) of data, theory, and real world (approximately corresponding to 
;Popper's "second world," "third world," and "first world").120 The con
,troversial issue is the conceptual inclusion of the real world, defining the 

problem of knowledge as the fit of data and theory to that real world. 
Such a critical realism involves presumptions going beyond the data, 

n_eedless to say. But since Hume we should have known that nonpresumptive 
knowledge is impossible. As Petrie 121 has pointed out, most modern 
epistemologies recognize that scientific beliefs are radically underjustified. 
The question is thus a matter of which presumptions, not whether or not 
presumptions . Biological theories of evolution, whether Lamarckian or 
Darwinian, are profoundly committed to an organism-environment dualism, 
which when extended' into the evolution of sense organ, perceptual and learn
ing functions, becomes a dualism of an organism's knowledge of the en
vironment versus the environment itself. An evolutionary epistemologist is at 

this level doing "epistemology of the other one," I 22 studying the relationship 
of an animal's cognitive capacities and the environment they are designed to 
cognize, both of which the epistemologist knows only in the hypothetical
contingent manner of science . Thus he may study the relationship between 

the shape of a rat's running pattern ("cognitive map") and the shape of the 
maze it runs in. Or he may study the polarization of sunlight (using scientific 

instruments since his own eyes are insensitive to such nuances) and the bee's 

sensitivity to plane of polarization . At this level he has no hesitancy to include 

a "real world" concept, even though he may recognize that his own 
knowledge of that world even with instrumental augmentation is partial and 
limited in ways analogous to the limitations of the animal whose 

epistemology he studies. Having thus made the real-world assumption in this 
part of his evolutionary epistemology, he is not adding an unneeded assump
tion when he assumes the same predicament for man and science as knowers. 

It is true, of course, that in an epistemology of other animals he has in
dependent data on the "knowledge" and "the world to be known," and thus 
studying the degree of fit involves no tautology. It is true that in extending 
this ''epistemology of the other one" to knowledge of modern physics, no 
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separate information on the world-to-be-known is available with which to 
compare current physical theory. But this practical limitation does not 
necessitate abandoning an ontology one is already employing. (This argu
ment is of course only compelling vis-a-vis those of such as Simmel, Mach, 
and Poincare, who base their utilitarian nominalism and conventionalism on 
an evolutionary perspective.) 

We can also examine utilitarian specificity versus realism in the evolu
tion of knowing. Consider the spatial knowledge of some primitive locomotor 
animal, perhaps Konrad Lorenz's 123 water shrew. It may have a thirst space 

it uses when thirsty, a separate hunger space, a separate space for escape 

from each predator, a mate-finding space, etc. In its utilitarianism, there is a 

separate space for every utility. In a higher stage of evolution, the hypothesis 
has emerged that all these spaces are the same, or overlap. The realistic 
hypothesis of an all-purpose space has developed. There is abundant evidenc� 
that white rat, cat, dog and chimp.anzee are at or beyond this stage: that 
spatial learning achieved io the service of one m_otive � immediately available 
for other motives. Along with this goes spatial curiosity, the exploringof 
novel spaces and objects when all utilitarian motives (thirst, food, sex, safety, 
etc.) are sated and the exploration has no momentary usefulness. Such dis
interested curiosity for "objective," all-possible-purpose spatial knowledge
for-its-own-sake has obvious survival value, even though it may transcend the 
sum of all specific utilities. Scientific curiosity of course goes beyond the 
specifically utilitarian to a much greater extent. Survival relevant criteria are 

rare among the criteria actually used in deciding questions of scientific truth. 
The science Mach was attempting to epitomize had made most of its crucial 
selections from among competing theories on the basis of evidence (such as 
on the phases of the moons of Jupiter) of no contemporary or past utility. 
And in the history of science, those who took their theories as real, rath� 
than their contemporar'y conventionalists, have repeatedly emerged in the 

main stream for future developments. 
These several disparate comments scarcely begin the task of relating the 

critical-realist, natural-selection epistemology to the recurrent issues in the 
history of the theory of knowledge. Potentially it can provide a dialectic 
resolution to many old controversies. But spelling out the points of articula
tion with the main body of epistemological concerns remains for the most 
part yet to be done. 

Summary 

This essay has identified Popper as the modern founder and leading ad
vocate of a natural-selection epistemology. The characteristic focus is on the 
growth of knowledge. The problem of knowledge is so defined that the know
ing of other animals than man is included. The variation and. selective reten-

·-• .- • -&.,J'-' .a _.,....,.1.,r1..1., ..1. .Lj.l. .1.-.,.1. J..:,lVJ.VLVU I '+Jl 
ti.on process ?f e.volutionary adaptation is generalized to cover a nested�Ierar�hy ?f �ic_anous �nowledge processes, including vision, thought, imitation, lmgu1shc mstruction, and science. 

1 J:Iistorical attention is paid not only to those employing the naturalse ecti?n parad_igm, but also- to the Spencerian-Lamarckian school ofe.voluttnary ep1s_temologists, and to the ubiquitous evolutionary interpretation ° �he Kantian categories. It is argued that, whereas the evolutionar 
yerspecttv� has 0_ften led to a pragmatic, utilitarian conventionalism it is fui-y. compatible with an advocacy of the goals of realism and obie�tivity inscience . J 
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